Key Stage 2
Presents…
‘Dragon Days’
Key Stage 2 pupils performed Dragon Days outdoors to parents
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and friends. The weather was mixed but everyone had a good
time!

Well done Year 6 &
Key Stage 2

Reception:
June has been a wonderful month in reception with lots of time spent outdoors engaging
with nature. We seem to be very successful bean growers and are diligently caring for our
growing plants. We know they need light, warmth and water (but not too much J!) and
enjoy seeing them getting taller by the day. We have been looking at various ways to
measure their growth as in the photos. We are also enjoying watching our sunflower
seedling grow but seem to be a little less successful with our strawberry plants: we haven’t given up hope! Our plants seem to have been attracting lots of wildlife too and of
course our butterflies keep coming back to visit.

As we have been hearing KS2 learning songs to Dragon Days we began reading dragon
stories, starting with a firm favourite, Zog! Who knew there were so many stories with
dragons in them? Scary ones, timid ones, ones that blow bubbles and ones that live in
trees! We have enjoyed them all. We are now starting to think about our trip to Thornton
farm in a few weeks’ time and have been reading ‘What the ladybird heard’ – let’s hope
there are no Lanky Len and Hefty Hugh characters at Thornton farm! Next week we will
read ‘What the ladybird heard on holiday’ (in London) as Mrs Busfield accompanies Year 5
on their London residential trip and we keep in touch with her via text, email, tapestry and
hopefully video chat. Explorasurus is going too, so we look forward to seeing and hearing
about all he finds when exploring the big city with Mrs B!
We are looking forward to enjoying our final month together before the summer break
with trips out, transition visits to year 1 and of course our sports day. Mrs Roberts

Due to children & adults in our school with nut allergies we
kindly request that you do not include nuts or nut related
products in your child’s packed lunch or mid morning snack.
Thank you

Year 1:
This is often my favourite time of the year in Year 1. The children have matured so much over the year and they are
becoming so independent and taking their learning forwards so much! We have been very busy as you can imagine.
Our big focus this half term has been our phonics and the children have made me so proud with their unwavering
enthusiasm and eagerness to do better and better in the fun quizzes and flashcards we do.
In English our focus has been on doing recounts with a wonderful trip to Cliffe Castle to inspire us and to write about.
The children were a credit to our school and were beautifully behaved and the lady who ran our workshop was very
impressed with them. The children enjoyed exploring the museum and then we have a wonderful time relaxing having lunch under shady trees and playing on the playground. The recounts that the children wrote were brilliant and
showed their enjoyment of our day.

In maths we have been busy doing lots of work around bigger numbers and starting to recognise and use coins always a very difficult concept!
In science we have been learning about plants and we have linked this with our art work to produce some fantastic
prints using potatoes! We used the app ‘Seek’ to discover what the plants outside our classroom were and we have
also planted the Seeds of Hope that we were given from Morrisons in our lovely planters outside the classroom.

The planters have been growing wildly
and soon they can be brought home to
be potted in a bigger planter.
Mrs Munslow

Year 2:
During June, Year 2 have worked super hard! We enjoyed lots and lots of writing –
stories, character descriptions, recounts and information writing. It’s always a big
challenge to try and get all our sentence punctuation in exactly the right places AND
chose amazing vocabulary but the children rose to the challenge fantastically.
Our afternoons have been full of Science and Design Technology. Finishing off our
wheeled vehicles and evaluating them has been something we’ve looked forward to
every week because making is SO GOOD! We hope you enjoyed seeing them all during our class assembly. Incidentally, every part of them is made of wood and all the
joins are with PVA glue, so if any bits wiggle off at home, fixing them should be a nice
straightforward job.
And for Science…. Well…
What a FANTASTIC visit we had to Harlow Carr! The children had a lovely
time looking at the range of different habitats there, thinking carefully
about how the plants differed at each location. We walked through the
grounds on a special mission to find the ‘Year 2 habitat’ which turned out
to be an AMAZING play area! We had a great time climbing, sliding, going
on the swings and crawling through tunnels in the style of minibeasts,
then walked back to eat our delicious lunches under the shade of a beautiful, big tree.
In the afternoon we took part in a workshop where we planted wildflowers. We were able to take them home and look forward to seeing the
plants as they grow! We also did some pond dipping, looked at the animals that we found carefully under microscopes and used keys to identify them, before
moving to the meadow to gently shake the branches of the trees and see what different minibeasts were living there.
The educators were fantastic and made the day so enjoyable for us all. The children
loved meeting the gardeners too and finding out as much as they could from them!
What a brilliant day we had together Year 2 – we will all remember it very fondly!
The Year 2 team

Year 3:
The highlight of this month, has been our visit to the fantastic Nell Bank Centre in Ilkley.
The children were fabulous and enjoyed taking part in a day of problem solving activities.
Back in school, the children thoughtfully reflected on the ways the tasks have helped
them to learn how to successfully work with others in a team. Well done Year 3!
In maths, we have revisited telling the time. If the children can continue to work on this at
home, that would be really useful for next year. This can be done by drawing attention to
time. Mention the time at different points in the day. For example, you could say, ‘it’s 5
o’clock– what time will be eating tea if we will eat in 45 minutes?’ Do fun activities that
include measuring time: use a timer for baking, play a board game with a sand timer, use
a stop watch to time a race or challenge. We have also enjoyed learning about position
and direction and different types of angles.
The focus of our English work has centred around the Roald Dahl book: Esiotrot (tortoise
backwards!). It is a fabulous book for really getting know a character and exploring and
creating interesting dialogue.
In Science, we have examined and grown plants. It was distressing for the children to see some of them die due to the poor growing conditions they left them in.
It was amazing to support the Year 6 children with the presentation of the KS2 musical, Dragon Days. The children in Year 3 were complimented on their fabulous singing!
It has been a pleasure to teach the Year 3 children this year, and, as we head towards the
end of term, we would like to thank you for the support you give to school and wish you a
super summer break.
The Year 3 team.

Great teamwork Year 3!

Year 4:
It has been a super June here in Year 4.
Every single member of Year 4 worked incredibly
hard at the beginning of June preparing for the
Statutory Multiplication Test. We spent time in
class practicing times tables in lots of different fun
ways and everyone tried their absolute best on
the day of the test – I couldn’t be more proud! I’m
looking forward to sharing the results of the hard
work with you when they arrive in school.
We have also spent a lot of time practicing and
preparing for our part in the KS2 performance
‘Dragon Days’. Year 4 made a super chorus, I’m
sure you can agree. It was lovely to give them
this opportunity and I look forward to seeing them take larger roles as they move through the school – I wonder who
will have singing solos in their Year 6 performance?
Finally, we spent an amazing day Problem Solving at Nell Bank. We started the
day split into two groups taking part in various Problem Solving activities. We
used drain pipes and balls, sticks, carpet tiles among other things, I hope you
have heard all about it! After stopping for lunch, we then spent the afternoon
orienteering and den building. It was so lovely to see the children in this environment and see their leadership skills come to life.
It’s not long now until we say goodbye to year 4 but we have a lot of great
things to look forward to in the meantime; sports day, leavers show and lots of
fun class activities. I looking forward to the next three weeks!
The Year 4 Team

Friday 8th July
Ermysteds Grammar School
Playing Fields

1.30pm

On Thursday 12th July
your child will be meeting
their new teacher for the
next academic year.

School closes for
the Summer
Holidays on
Thursday 21st July.

The winners for
June 2022 are:
1st Prize of £25

Bethan Cosgrove

(Number 92 )

2nd Prize of £12

Sarah Sutcliffe

(Number 79 )

3rd Prize of £7

Julian Hood

(Number 246)

Thank You and Congratulations!

If you have any questions or would like to join the club please
email Jo Nixon (jo@philandjo.co.uk) or speak to anyone in the
Friends of Water Street School.

Year 5:
June has been a busy month; learning the songs for our ‘Dragon Days’ production, getting ready for our visit to London, completing our end of year assessments and all the learning in class too. It has been lovely to be able to get together with the rest of KS2 to practise for the performance of the Dragon Days. Year 5, your singing was brilliant and
you really rose to the occasion of what was your first proper KS2 performance. We look forward to seeing you performing as Year 6s next year.
We are all very excited about our visit to London next week and the experience and memories that we will create.
In English, we have been writing persuasive letters about issues that we feel passionate about in Skipton. We have
looked at examples and picked out the features that we want to include in our own; using paragraphs to organise
our writing for the points that we want to make, using persuasive language and including facts to back up our points.
We will be sending our letters to our local MP when they are completed.
In Maths, we have completed our End of Year Assessments and finished off our work on angles and regular and irregular polygons and we have now moved on to learning about coordinates in the first quadrant. We are also practising putting all our maths skills together to solve real-life problems.
We have been answering the question ‘Why do we have a Prime Minister and a Queen’, to coincide with our visit to
London. So far, we have been enjoying learning the names of the Kings and Queens since William the Conqueror. We
have been learning about how King John lost some of his power due to the Magna Carta and the importance of Simon De Montford’s first parliament.
In Geography, we have been learning about the physical and human geography in the UK and we look forward to
finding examples of human and physical geography in London.
We completed our Computing lessons about ‘Creating Games’ which we really enjoyed. We have now moved onto
‘Modelling’, which has involved manipulating points, creating nets and using different screens, with different views.
In PE we have been learning the skills needed to play handball, it has proved to be a popular game and hopefully one
that will carry over into our active playtimes. Year 5 have been an amazing Playground Squad this year. Giving up
some of their own playtimes each week to help the younger ones enjoy theirs. Thank you Year 5.
In Science we have been learning all about puberty and the changes that will be happening to our bodies over the
next few years. We were very impressed with the mature attitude everyone showed, we did have lots of giggles
along the way to help ease some of the embarrassment. Mrs Smith will always remember the lesson where you
‘freely labelled and added to the blank outline of a person’.
We have carried on learning all about Islam in RE. Looking at each of the 5 Pillars in turn and considering what does
it mean to be a Muslim in Britain today? Each lesson we have some very thoughtful discussions with lots of mature
questions and views expressed along the way.
Though we are coming to the end of Year 5 we have so much left to look forward to and a busy few weeks ahead.
We can’t wait for the final Monthly News where we can tell you all about the amazing memories we will create in
London! Watch this space….
The Year 5 Team

Year 6:
The highlight of this month has to be our Dragon Days Performances. We were so
proud of the great team work that made the performances possible, and how the
whole thing came together in 3 weeks!- quite an achievement we think! We still
have one more performance in July to go, which is the Year 6 Talent Show. This will
be on the last week of term. I’m looking forward to seeing what the acts will be.
We have been busy doing lots of DT and Art work this half term. Our bridges topic
has seen some brilliant creations, both out of Lego and construction kits, as well as
art straw. Groups had lots of fun and showed creativity in spending their matchsticks wisely in the Construction Shop run by Mrs Hopwell.
Our work in the style of Charles Rennie Mackintosh has been very successful. Building on the print work and painting skills developed earlier on in the year , we have
been delighted with the finished products!
We must say a huge congratulations to the great sporting achievements this term.
The girls 5/6 cricket team got through to the country finals, and are looking forward
to their trip to Leeds next week. The beginning of July will be busy as we have
swimming lessons, the Greatwood Cup and a Rugby Tournament to go to, and our
last primary school sports day!
We have also continued our Inheritance and evolution work, looking at inherited
characteristic. As well as this our maths topic on Financial. Understanding allowed
us to look at difference currency, find out more about security of currency, and also
discuss exchange rates and bartering for good and services.
Lots of children had a
great day visiting their
new secondary schools
and finding out all about
what life will be like in
September. There is always lots of exciting
chatter after the Y7 transition day. We always
love hearing all about it!
We know that July will
fly by very quickly- Let’s
hope we can squeeze
everything in! Hopefully
we will soon have our
leavers hoodies to look
great in around school.
We think you will love
some of the colour
choices.
Mrs Macnab

Follow us on Facebook

SPORTS NEWS
As well as the 2 PE lessons every class receives each week, staff try to make other lessons are as active as possible
too. Our Year 5 pupils have been a fantastic playground squad this year, helping to ensure that playtimes are active
and fun for all. Keeping our pupils keep active is just as important to us as ever as we understand the mental and
physical benefits that physical activity has on our pupils and how much it helps with their learning.
Thank you to all parents who took the time to complete the Physical Activity Survey that we sent out. 97 responses so
far which is great! We are starting to look carefully at the results to help us plan for future activities. Pupils and staff
have also completed questionnaires within school. All this data will hopefully help me put together a clear plan for PE
and Sports at Water Street next year.
PE
Year 3 have just completed their final swimming lesson for this year. Year 6 will now have a final 4 weeks refreshing
their water safety skills before they leave us. Tennis, handball, cricket and rounders are all taking place at the moment
in KS2 whilst KS1 continue to develop their fundamental movement skills and some very important sports day practise
is taking place too!
Inter-Schools Events
CRICKET
It has been a cricketing few weeks with the Skipton Schools Cricket Tournaments taking place.
After being rained off at the first attempt, a Y5/6 team of 8 played exceptionally well against pupils from the other
Skipton Schools. Everyone had a great day, played well and showed great determination.
Well done to: Joseph, Lily, Solly, Seb, Henry, Edward, Adam and Liam
A huge well done to the Y5/6 Girls Cricket team who
won the Skipton Schools Competition! This success
gained them an invite to represent all the schools in
Craven at the North Yorkshire Finals. They played
amazingly well at this event winning 4 out of their 6
matches which has then earned them an invite to represent all of the Primary Schools in North Yorkshire at the
County Finals. It has been an exciting few weeks for the
team and we wish them Good Luck on Monday 4th July
at the County Finals.
Well done to: Willow, Ellie, Sylvia, Isla, Erin, Jasmine,
Lily, Millie and Katie.
Good luck to Beth, Eliza and Elena who will join the
team at the next game as the Year 5s are away on
residential.
Multi-Skills Festival
Year 3 represented the school at a morning where they took part in a trilogy of sports. All of the pupils had a chance
to compete against pupils from various other Skipton schools at hockey, handball and dodgeball. Thank you Year 3
you did yourselves proud!
Tennis Festival
Year 3 and Year 4 all took part in the Skipton Schools Tennis Festival. Each class spent half a day honing their tennis
skills alongside pupils from other schools. They all had great fun and represented Water Street exceptionally well.
Thank you all!

Sports News Continued…
Pedal and Scoot
All of the pupils in EYFS have completed their 2 days of Pedal and Scoot learning how to ride a bike. The feedback
showed it was a great success with all pupils making huge progress with their cycling confidence and skills.
After-School Clubs
The KS2 cricket, rounders and hockey clubs all proved to be highly popular with record numbers of pupils wanting to
attend each. Friday Football is still as popular as ever with a large proportion of our Year 6 pupils taking turns to
form a team each week.
COMING UP:
Mon 4th July: Girls County Cricket Finals
Mon 4th July: Greatwood Cup (Football tournament)
Wed 6th July: Skipton Schools Tag Rugby Tournament
Fri 8th July: Whole School Sports Day at Ermysteds

Crazy Hair for
Summer Fair…
Thursday 7th July
Please bring in a donation for
the summer fair:

Key Stage 1 - chocolate for the
chocolate tombola
Key Stage 2 - bottle for the

bottle tombola
Thank you

The Friends of Water Street

